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     I.  Vocabulary  
    A: Fill in the blanks with the words given there is one extra word. 
 
                   function  - bend  -  concentrate – temperature – predict – mainly – emergencies  
 

1. The doctor asked the patient not to ……………. his waist because of his joint problem. 
2. According to the instruction on the bottle, you should keep the medicine at home ……………. 
3. All the students should ………………… on the subject they are studying. 
4. Some people are not fast enough to take immediate action during …………………………  
5. Regular exercise improve the …………….. of the heart, blood, and muscles. 
6. The people in the hotel were ……………. foreign tourists. 
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B:  Match the following definitions column ( A ) with the words in column(B).  
                                (   A   )                                                                                  (  B ) 

 7.  Material burnt to produce energy                                                 a. embarrassment                    
        8.  A feeling of worry about sth                                                           b. fuel 

   9.   State of being ashamed of sth                                                      c. probable 
10. Likely to be or to happen                                                                d. emergency 
11. An event needing immediate action                                             e. concern 
12. Find the place of something                                                           f.   region 
13. A particular area or part in a country                                           g. locate 
14. Take somebody’s attention away from                                        h. distract 
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C: Choose the correct answer. 
15. He had serious …………………. in the accident, and died on the way to the hospital. 

1.habits                       2. experiments                          3. injuries                        4. activities  
16.  I   was to ……… about my exam because I couldn’t sleep. 

1.calm                            2.confident                              3. relaxed                         4 .  nervous 
17. When we ………. glass, paper and metal, we save material, energy and money. 

1.recycle                        2. damage                                  3.   design                         4. destroy 
18. “Where is the new hotel ……………? “ 

“I don’t know exactly.” 
1. compared                     2. produced                              3. located                       4. found 
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II. Grammar  
A : Choose the correct   answer. 

19. Our teacher made us ……………… our writing activites in class. 
1. finish                    2. to finish                      3. finished                          4. finishing  

20. All the people were eating dinner …………. I arrived at the party.  
1. when                    2. since                             3.whether                          4. for 

21. The teacher did not let us …………………. our dictionaries  during the test. 
1. to use                    2. used                            3. use                                  4. using 

       22. .People can give a good speech by ………………… hard. 
              1.  practice                    2.practicing                     3.practiced                         4. to practice 
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B : Join the following sentences with the words given. 
22. The weather  was  fine.   We  went out a walk.  (  since )  

 
23 . I  saw  one of my  old friends.    I  was walking a long the street. ( as )  
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C : Rewrite the following sentences using the reduced form of the underlined parts. 
24.The book  which  is written about global warming  became  popular. 
 

 
25.Students  who study hard are more successful in their exams.  
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D : Fill  in the blanks with so  , such ( a ,an )  , too   and enough  in the following sentences.  
 

26.The food was ……………….. hot for me to eat.  
27.It  was ……………. interesting movies that we decided to watch it again. 
28.We  have ……………….. time to get there on time . don’t worry.  
29.The earthquake was  …………. light that nobody felt any shaking. 
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III. Sentence  Function  
     Match  the items in column ( A ) with the phrases in column (  B ) to make meaningful sentences. 
                                A B 

30.During an earthquake, if you are inside                     a. you had something important to say 
the building ,…………………….                                        b.the energy that comes from the sun  

31.To add  fun to your speech , ………….                            c.try to include personal stories 
32.You were asked to talk because ……….                         d.it is hard to think 
33.Solar  energy is ………………                                              e.stand in a doorway 
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IV. Comprehension  
  A : Read the following sentences and choose the correct choice. 

34. Just as the weather organization now forecast foods and strong storms, the national earthquake 
information centers may one day predict earthquakes. 

According to the above sentence, ………………. 
1. Weather organization can predict earthquakes. 
2. Earthquakes prediction is a future  possibility. 
3. Earthquakes are predicted nowadays by some organizations. 
4. National earthquake information centers can predict floods and storms. 

 
35.If the body is not able to use all calories that are coming from  food . it stores them as fat. 

1. Fat is the stored collection of calories. 
2. Calories should not be burnt in our bodies. 
3. Food with fat is more deliciouse. 
4. Calories don’t help us do our usual activities. 
 

36. Be awear of habits you might have like crossing your aems, leaning against a wall , or tapping 
            a pen . this might also be distracting to our audience or might tell you unintrested.                   
           According to the above sentences………………. 

1. leaning against a wall is important whenever you make a speech. 
2. Crossing your arms is a good habit to used in front of the audience. 
3. Your audience may be distracted by your bad habits. 
4. Your audience listens more carefully when you tap a pen.  
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37. Aerobic exercise  helps the heart send more oxygen to the muscles. 

The above sentence tell us that aerobic exercies ……………. 
a. is dangerouse for the heart.  
b. makes the heart big. 
c. is only useful for the heart and brain. 
d. helps the muscles use more oxygen. 

 
38. The injured man was so heavy that I couldnot carry him. 

      This   sentence means ……………. 
a. the injured man was heavy but i could carry him. 
b. the injured man was too heavy for me to carry. 
c. he was such a heavy man that i could carry him. 
d. he was heavy enough for me to carry.  
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   B: cloze test :  
      Fill  in the  blanks  with the words  from the kist blow . There is one extra word . 
                       
                             release – enjoys – nutrients -  breathing – active – group – bringing 
 
          Exercising is an excellent way to feel happy ,whether you are exercising on your own or with a 
……39…………. . When you exercise , your body can ……40……… endorphins, chemicals that  create a happy 
feeling . In addition , when you are ………41…………. the extra oxygen and when you are ………42………….more 
air into your lungs , your brain ……43……… the extra oxygen. And when you are ………44………. and running 
around , it is hard to think about what was bothering you. 
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2. Read the following passage and choose the best option.  
     
  People try to be clean. They look at themselves in the mirror every day. They try to keep themselves healthy. 
They also keep their houses clean. But when they think about the Earth, they don’t believe that it should be 
kept clean. People easily pollute the air, the water, and the land on which they are living. They produce trash 
both in their homes  and in factories. They release harmful gases into the atmosphere and bury their trash in 
the ground. I  wish they would  take  care of  the Earth as their own houses.  
 
  45.  According to the passage , we are all expected to …………………….. 
          a. release useful gases into the air.                              b. leave the trash in the streets. 
          c. take care of the Earth.                                                 b. keep our houses clean.  
 
 46.  The word “ bury “ in the text is closet in meaning to ………………… 
          a. run out of something.                                                  b. put under the ground. 
          c. run short of something.                                               d. put out the fire. 
    
 47.  People  should keep the Earth clean . 
          a. True (T  )                           b. False (F  )                   c. not mentioned ( N ) 

 

20  GOOD LUCK 
 

 


